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Many clinicians are moving from simple measurements/casting to scanning. Scanning is more accurate and can save time. In addition, most manufacturers prefer a scan to simple measurements because of the accuracy scanning provides by showing the actual physical anatomical shape.The following outlines the scanning options we can provide, with various price points, each with benefits over the other.
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How we get the best fit possible...everyone's body is different, and having a brace or prosthesis that fits perfectly is what determines whether your treatment will be as comfortable and effective as possible.
Since Boston Orthotics & Prosthetics implemented CAD/CAM scanning and modification, many patients, families, and doctors alike, have asked what we are doing different that is making the braces fit so well.
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For Patients

We know you want the most advanced care in the world for your children. At Boston Orthotics & Prosthetics, that's our priority too.

We work closely with the best pediatric clinicians in the world to ensure that our pediatric orthotic and prosthetic solutions improve our patients’ lives while offering support and treatment for a wide range of medical conditions, so you can rest assured that your child receives the most advanced products and the best care available.


Click the links below for more information in the following areas:

	Understanding Scoliosis for Patients
	Understanding Plagiocephaly for Patients
	Overview of Dynamic Movement Orthoses
	Overview of Neuromuscular Conditions in Children
	Overview of Lower Limb Orthotics
	Lower Limb Solutions for Children
	Prosthetics Information for Patients
	Sports-Related Injuries
	How We Get the Best Fit Possible
	FAQ
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We provide innovative, quality products for a wide range of medical conditions.

Learn More!




Contact Us

37 Shuman Ave

Stoughton, MA 02072 USA

Driving Directions ›



Fabrication / Distribution and Customer Service: 800.262.2235

Patient Billing Office: 888-964-3532

Boston O&P Clinic Appointments: Complete our Request An Appointment form

Fax: 800.634.5048
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An Employee-Owned Company
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